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Abstract 10 
Seabird colonies alter the biogeochemistry of nearby ecosystems, while the 11 
associated emissions of ammonia (NH3) may cause acidification and eutrophication 12 
of finely balanced biomes. To examine the possible effects of future climate change 13 
on the magnitude and distribution of seabird NH3 emissions globally, a global 14 
seabird database was used as input to the GUANO model, a dynamic mass-flow 15 
process-based model that simulates NH3 losses from seabird colonies at an hourly 16 
resolution in relation to environmental conditions. Ammonia emissions calculated 17 
by the GUANO model were in close agreement with measured NH3 emissions 18 
across a wide range of climates. For the year 2010, the total global seabird NH3 19 
emission is estimated at 82 [37 - 127] Gg year-1. This is less than previously 20 
estimated using a simple temperature-dependent empirical model, mainly due to 21 
inclusion of nitrogen wash-off from colonies during precipitation events in the 22 
GUANO model. High precipitation, especially between 40° and 60° S, results in 23 
total emissions for the penguin species that are 82% smaller than previously 24 
estimated, while for species found in dry tropical areas, emissions are 83 - 133% 25 
larger. Application of temperature anomalies for several IPCC scenarios for 2099 26 
in the GUANO model indicated a predicted net increase in global seabird NH3 27 
emissions of 27% (B1 scenario) and 39% (A2 scenario), compared with the 2010 28 
estimates. At individual colonies, the net change was the result of influences of 29 
temperature, precipitation and relative humidity change, with smaller effects of 30 
wind-speed changes.  The largest increases in NH3 emissions (mean: 60% [486 to -31 
50] increase; A2 scenario for 2099 compared with 2010) were found for colonies 32 
40°S to 65°N, and may lead to increased plant growth and decreased biodiversity 33 
by eliminating nitrogen sensitive plant species. Only 7% of the seabird colonies 34 
assessed globally (mainly limited to the sub-polar Southern Ocean) were estimated 35 
to experience a reduction in NH3 emission (average: -18% [-50 to 0] reduction 36 
between 2010 and 2099, A2 scenario), where an increase in precipitation was found 37 
to more than offset the effect of rising temperatures.  38 
1 Introduction 39 
Several recent studies have reported that seabirds import significant amount of 40 
reactive nitrogen (Nr) from the ocean to the land and play an important role in local 41 
ecosystem nutrient cycling (Lindeboom, 1984; Blackall et al., 2008; Riddick et al., 42 
2012).  Nitrogen in guano excreted by birds changes chemically as it is either 43 
incorporated into the soil organic matter, washed from the land surface or is emitted 44 
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to the atmosphere as either ammonia (NH3), nitric oxide (NO), nitrous oxide (N2O) 45 
or diatomic nitrogen (N2). 46 
The formation of NH3 from seabird guano is of particular interest, as NH3 is a 47 
reactive gas that is readily incorporated into local ecosystems (Blackall et al., 2008), 48 
causing significant plant growth near to seabird colonies in otherwise nutrient poor 49 
regions (Lindeboom, 1984; Anderson and Polis, 1999).  However, excess NH3 can 50 
adversely affect the growth and also reduce plants’ tolerance to pests, diseases and 51 
other environmental stressors (Stulen et al., 1998; Sutton et al., 2008; Sutton et al., 52 
2011).  It is well recognized that NH3 can cause eutrophication and acidification of 53 
ecosystems resulting in a reduction of biodiversity (e.g. Sutton et al., 2011).  In 54 
addition to near-source ecosystems, NH3 emissions can adversely affect air quality 55 
through aerosol formation (Gu et al., 2014) and alter global climate as the aerosols 56 
affect the radiative forcing properties of clouds (Croft et al., 2016; Weber et al., 57 
1998). 58 
Previous studies have attempted to estimate the NH3 emissions from seabird 59 
colonies globally.  Blackall et al. (2007) applied a bioenergetics model, first 60 
developed by Wilson et al. (2004), to estimate a global NH3 emission of 242 Gg 61 
NH3 yr-1 from seabirds.  One major shortcoming of this study was that it did not 62 
consider the effects of temperature.  Ammonia release from a Nr source is highly 63 
dependent on temperature though according to Henry’s Law and aqueous NH3-64 
NH4+ equilibria (Nemitz et al., 2001, Zhu et al., 2011, Riddick et al., 2016b). In the 65 
case of avian Nr excretion, which is mainly as uric acid, its hydrolysis to produce 66 
NH3 is also both moisture and temperature dependent (Elliott and Collins, 1982). 67 
By not taking these interactions into account, the global emissions estimates of 68 
Blackall et al. (2007) must be considered as highly uncertain.  69 
The effects of temperature on global NH3 emissions from seabird guano were 70 
subsequently explored by Riddick et al. (2012), where the bioenergetics model of 71 
Blackall et al. (2007) was adapted using an empirical temperature correction.  72 
Riddick et al. (2012) estimated global emissions using a contemporary seabird 73 
population database for three scenarios: no temperature dependence (Scenario 1), 74 
full solubility dependence according to the thermodynamics of Henry’s Law and 75 
aqueous ammonium dissociation (Scenario 2) and) a mid-range estimate between 76 
Scenarios 1 and 2 (Scenario 3). The total NH3 emission for Scenario 1 was estimated 77 
at 442 Gg NH3 year-1, with penguins contributing 83% of the overall emissions.  78 
When full thermodynamic temperature dependence was assumed (Scenario 2), the 79 
total global NH3 emission from seabirds was much lower at 97 Gg NH3 year-1, with 80 
penguins contributing 63% of the total emissions. Scenario 3 gave an intermediate 81 
estimate of 270 Gg NH3 yr-1. Riddick et al. (2012) considered that Scenario 3 82 
represented the best-guess, as they anticipated that temperature was not the only 83 
limiting factor, with other environmental variables, such as precipitation and wind 84 
speed, also likely to affect NH3 emission. 85 
Even though Riddick et al. (2012) did not account for all environmental factors, 86 
they presented the first global map of NH3 emissions from seabirds, demonstrating 87 
the extent to which seabird emission are remote from anthropogenic sources of Nr. 88 
Building on the earlier database of Blackall et al. (2007), the revised database by 89 
Riddick et al. (2012) spatially resolved 33,255 seabird colonies of 323 species in 90 
180 countries.  To address the shortcomings of the Riddick et al. (2012) emission 91 
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estimate, a process-based approach was developed.  First proposed by Blackall 92 
(2004) and later refined and tested by Riddick et al. (2017), the GUANO model 93 
(Generation of emissions from Uric Acid Nitrogen Outputs) is a dynamic mass-94 
flow process-based model that simulates NH3 losses from seabird colonies at an 95 
hourly resolution. The GUANO model was first applied for comparison with high- 96 
and low-temporal resolution measurements datasets (e.g. Blackall et al., 2007; 97 
Riddick et al., 2014, 2016a) of seabird NH3 emissions in different parts of the world. 98 
The model application showed that the measured percentage of excreted Nr in guano 99 
that volatilizes as NH3 (Pv) could be well reproduced at sub-polar, temperate and 100 
tropical seabird colonies by the GUANO model (Sutton et al., 2013; Riddick et al., 101 
2017). The key climatic driver was found to be temperature, with precipitation, 102 
relative humidity and wind speed also influencing Pv.  103 
The sensitivity of NH3 emissions to environmental factors, as clearly demonstrated 104 
in measurements (Sutton et al., 2013, Riddick et al., 2014, 2016b), suggests that 105 
global climate change over time will affect NH3 emissions from seabird colonies 106 
throughout the world.  According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 107 
Change (IPCC, 2007), average global surface temperature has been estimated 108 
increase by between 1.1 and 6.4 °C by 2100, with global average precipitation 109 
changing by up to ± 20 %, a broad scale of change that has since been supported by 110 
the IPCC 5th Assessment Report (IPCC, 2013). As many colonies of penguins and 111 
other seabird species exist in delicately balanced, pristine environments with low 112 
anthropogenic emissions, potentially large changes in NH3 emissions over the next 113 
90 years could have a pronounced environmental impact in these remote regions. 114 
The present paper describes an adaptation and application of the colony based 115 
GUANO model (Riddick et al., 2017) to calculate NH3 emission estimates from all 116 
seabird colonies detailed in the global seabird database collated by Riddick et al. 117 
(2012).  The model output provides a new best estimate of current global NH3 118 
emissions from seabirds and a new spatial distribution of emissions which we 119 
compare with our previous estimates. We then apply the model using temperature, 120 
precipitation, relative humidity and wind speed anomalies for a selection of 2099 121 
climate scenarios from IPCC (2007) as a basis to assess how future climate change 122 
may affect the distribution and global magnitude of seabird NH3 emissions. 123 
2 Methods & Materials 124 
2.1 GUANO Model 125 
For each seabird colony in the global seabird population database (Riddick et al., 126 
2012), we applied the GUANO model (Riddick et al., 2017), using data on 127 
meteorology and bird metabolism to calculate hourly NH3 emissions (FH, g NH3 m-128 
2 h-1) for a period of two years. A two-year simulation was used to calculate the 129 
annual emission (FT, g NH3 m-2 year-1) as the sum of hourly emissions for the second 130 
year.  In this way, the model was able to take account of uric acid deposited in the 131 
previous year that has not volatilized or been washed off by precipitation during 132 
winter and wet seasons (Blackall et al., 2008).   A one-year spin-up time was used 133 
because at the colonies where guano builds up, there is either insufficient water to 134 
convert uric acid to TAN or it is not warm enough for the TAN to volatilize.  In 135 
both cases NH3 emission does not increase in the 3rd year as the meteorology is 136 
repeated, with dry climates remaining dry and cold climates staying cold. 137 
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 138 
The GUANO model, which is described in detail by Riddick et al. (2017), was 139 
converted from a single-site based application (originally implemented in Microsoft 140 
Excel) to a script in R to enable large numbers of colonies to be processed at an 141 
hourly time resolution.  Each colony was simulated independently of the others, i.e. 142 
there was no influence in the model of one colony on another.  143 
2.2 Model Input 144 
2.2.1 Nitrogen excretion rates 145 
The average nitrogen excretion rate (Ne, g m-2 hour-1) for each seabird species used 146 
in the GUANO model is calculated from the period of attendance at the colony (T, 147 
days), the proportion of the time spent at the colony during the breeding season (ftc), 148 
the number of breeding adults per square meter (DA, birds m-2), the amount of 149 
nitrogen excreted per breeding adult (Fe-br, g bird-1 day-1), the amount of nitrogen 150 
excreted per chick (Fe-ch, g chick-1 year-1) and the productivity of the species (P, 151 
fledged chicks per breeding pair). 152 
 ௘ܰ ൌ ሺଵ.ଵ଺଻்௙೟೎ி೐ష್ೝ	஽ಲ	ሻାቀி೐ష೎೓ቀ
ು
మቁ஽ಲቁ
ଶସ்	   (1)  153 
The amount of nitrogen excreted per breeding adult (Fe-br, g bird-1 day-1) and the 154 
amount of nitrogen excreted per chick (Fe-ch, g chick-1 year-1), Equation 2 and 155 
Equation 3, are calculated using the method of Wilson et al. (2004) from the adult 156 
mass (M, g bird-1), the mass of the chick at fledging (Mfledging, g), nitrogen content 157 
of the food (FNc, g N g-1 wet mass), energy content of the food (FEc, kJ g-1 wet mass), 158 
assimilation efficiency of  ingested food (Aeff , kJ [energy obtained] kJ-1 [energy in 159 
food]). 160 
ܨ௘ି௕௥ ൌ 9.2.ܯ
଴.଻଻ସ
ܨா௖ܣ௘௙௙ ܨே௖			ሺ2ሻ 161 
ܨ௘ି௖௛ ൌ
28.43ܯ௙௟௘ௗ௚௜௡௚ଵ.଴଺
ܨா௖ܣ௘௙௙ ܨே௖			ሺ3ሻ 162 
FNc and FEc, estimated at 0.036 g N g-1 and 6.5 kJ g-1 (both wet mass), (Energy: 163 
Nitrogen (E:N) ratio = 181 kJ g N-1) respectively, have been calculated assuming a 164 
high protein, fish only diet (Furness, 1991).  Aeff is estimated at 0.8 (Furness, 1991).   165 
Species-specific values for input parameters (adult mass, number of days spent at 166 
the colony per year, proportion of time at the colony, breeding success, fledging 167 
mass of the chick and breeding substrate) were extracted from the literature and are 168 
summarised in Appendix 1 of Riddick et al. (2012). Of the 318 species of seabird 169 
considered, species specific parameter data were available for 311 species (Birdlife 170 
International, 2017).  Data for the missing species were estimated from similar 171 
species identified using Birdlife International (2017).   172 
In its present form, as used in this paper, the global seabird database of Riddick et 173 
al. (2012) includes an updated population estimate (261 million breeding pairs, 174 
including data from 1984 to 2010).  The database details seabird colonies at 33,255 175 
locations, with the resolution of colony counts and details varying greatly between 176 
countries, from 878 colonies described for the UK (Scotland, Wales, Northern 177 
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Ireland and England) to a single summary country population values for each of 178 
Nigeria, Uruguay and Haiti. As these different levels of detail in the data cannot 179 
easily be shown graphically, the maps in the results section aggregate up to a five 180 
degree resolution. 181 
2.2.2 Parameterization of hourly air temperature 182 
To calculate NH3 emission accurately, the GUANO model requires hourly values 183 
for air temperature.  For the reasons described in Supplementary Material Section 184 
1, this study used a model based on Parton and Logan (1981) to calculate diurnal 185 
changes in air temperature given a maximum and minimum value.  This temperature 186 
model calculates the air temperature at 2 m above the surface for each hour day (H) 187 
from the day of year (D), latitude (L, °), maximum temperature (Tmax, °C) and 188 
minimum temperature (Tmin, °C), using a sinusoidal relationship (Parton and Logan, 189 
1981).  A comparison of the diurnal air temperatures derived from Parton and Logan 190 
(1981) with measured values is presented in Supplementary Material Section 1. 191 
2.2.3 Meteorological data 192 
The GUANO model requires hourly input data for ground temperature, relative 193 
humidity, wind speed and precipitation.  Data from the National Climatic Data 194 
Center (NCDC) Global Surface Summary of the Day (GSOD) data (NCDC, 2011) 195 
was used as it matched most closely to the data observed during the measurement 196 
campaign of Riddick et al. (2014; 2016a) (Supplementary Material Section 2).  The 197 
daily average values presented in the GSOD dataset were used for relative humidity 198 
and wind speed.  Hourly values for precipitation were calculated from the daily total 199 
divided by 24.  Hourly air temperature values were calculated from the daily 200 
maximum and minimum using the method described above in 2.2.2, ground 201 
temperature data are not readily available and, therefore, were derived from air 202 
temperature, as described in Section 2.2.4.  203 
2.2.4 Ground Temperature Modelling 204 
In the absence of suitable global data for ground surface temperature 205 
(Supplementary Material Sections 2 & 3), this was derived from air temperature 206 
data for each colony, using surface and air temperature data from the three field 207 
work sites measured during the campaigns of Riddick et al. (2014, 2016a) to 208 
parameterize a temperature offset (To) function (Supplementary Material Section 209 
3).  For each seabird colony, To was calculated from the difference between air and 210 
ground temperatures measured during field campaigns at: the equator = To 211 
(Ascension Island; Riddick et al., 2014), 55 °N = To (Isle of May; Riddick et al., 212 
2016a) and 55 °S = To (Bird Island; Riddick et al., 2016a).  Using these 213 
measurements, To was derived for each seabird colony at each hour at any given 214 
latitude based on linear interpolation between latitudes of these hourly values. 215 
Due to the relatively simple derivation method and the limited number of 216 
measurement sites, there is substantial uncertainty associated with the estimated 217 
surface temperature.  Based on daily variations in ground temperature at the three 218 
measurement sites, a best estimate of uncertainty in derived ground temperature at 219 
these sites is ± 1 °C.  However, the global interpolation of these values must be 220 
acknowledged to be more uncertain, and probably ± 2 °C as a best estimate. 221 
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2.2.5 Assigning meteorological stations to seabird colonies 222 
The geographically closest meteorological data in the GSOD database to each 223 
seabird colony were identified and extracted using a GIS.  These meteorological 224 
data were used in the GUANO model to calculate NH3 emissions for a base year of 225 
2010.   For colonies farther than 1000 km from a measurement site, the 226 
meteorological data were calculated as the average of the nearest three sites.  The 227 
cut off of 1000 km was used because it was assumed that, for our purposes, climate 228 
at sea level would be sufficiently similar to sites within this distance.  This 229 
correction was only necessary for 50 colonies out of the total of 33,255 colonies 230 
(<0.2%), mostly in the South Pacific and around Antarctica. 231 
2.3 Analysis of meteorological effects 232 
In order to investigate the relative effects of meteorology on NH3 emission, 233 
relationships were fitted using a multiple regression model. Correlations between 234 
NH3 emissions and the hourly meteorological data for each variable (air 235 
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and precipitation as presented in the 236 
GSOD dataset) were identified by calculating the product moment correlation 237 
coefficient (r).   238 
2.4 Climate change scenarios 239 
Data from the IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (IPCC, 2007) were 240 
used to simulate potential future changes in NH3 emissions from seabirds for 241 
different climate change scenarios. The specific scenarios used were: the best-case 242 
scenario (B1), the middle scenario (A1B) and the worst-case scenario (A2) (Mann 243 
& Kump, 2008). Scenario-specific data are available from the IPCC data 244 
distribution centre (IPCC Data, 2017) and were chosen because it provided anomaly 245 
data on temperature, northward and eastward wind components, precipitation and 246 
humidity for 2099 on a 2.5° by 3.75° grid.   247 
The geographically closest anomaly data for each seabird colony were extracted 248 
using a GIS and added to the meteorological data in the GUANO model for the year 249 
2099. It should be noted that no account was taken of potential effects of climate 250 
change on seabird populations that might occur due to changes in food availability 251 
or physical changes to breeding sites, e.g. sea level rise or increased storm 252 
frequency.  253 
3 Results and Discussion 254 
3.1 Global distribution of seabird NH3 emission 255 
The GUANO model application based on 2010 estimated total NH3 emission at 81.8 256 
Gg NH3 year-1, with large emissions in hotspots throughout the world, especially on 257 
tropical and sub-polar islands (Figure 1).  It may be noted from Figure 1 that seabird 258 
species sometimes occur inland, for example cormorant colonies in Central Asia.  259 
The resulting distribution may be compared with the three empirical scenarios of 260 
temperature dependence mapped by Riddick et al. (2012): emissions assumed to be 261 
independent of temperature (Scenario 1: 404 Gg NH3 year-1), emissions assumed to 262 
follow thermodynamically adjusted bioenergetics (referred to subsequently as the 263 
TABE model) (Scenario 2: 83 Gg year-1) and the mid-estimate between these two 264 
(Scenario 3: 244 Gg year-1).  Overall, the GUANO model is found to agree most 265 
closely with the TABE model estimate of Riddick et al. (2012) (Scenario 2), 266 
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pointing to a lower estimate of global emissions than what their best guess (Scenario 267 
3).  This similarity to Scenario 2 should, however, be considered as partly fortuitous, 268 
since the GUANO model uses a process based approach, compared with the 269 
empirical fit to measurements of Riddick et al. (2012), which does not include the 270 
effects of precipitation, relative humidity and wind. The consequence is that the 271 
spatial patterns of NH3 emission across the world are also very different between 272 
this new dataset and the TABE model results.  273 
Geographically, the main differences between the GUANO model and the TABE 274 
model are for the sub-polar latitudes (40 °S - 60 °S), where the TABE model 275 
emissions are twice as large as the GUANO model emissions (Supplementary 276 
Material Section 5 Figure SM5.1).  These emissions are generally from the penguin 277 
colonies in the Southern Ocean, where temperatures are relatively low and 278 
precipitation is high, and the difference may be caused by unvolatilized nitrogen 279 
remaining on the ground longer before it is washed away by precipitation.   280 
Between 15 °N and 25 °S, NH3 emissions calculated by the GUANO model are 281 
higher than those calculated by the TABE model (Supplementary Material Section 282 
5 Figure SM5.1).  Both models incorporate an exponential relationship between 283 
temperature and NH3 emission.   However, the larger emissions in the tropics may 284 
be caused by the use of hourly ground temperature values in the GUANO model 285 
instead of an average value for the breeding season in the TABE model.  The peaks 286 
during the day result in a higher Pv and exponentially larger emissions which are 287 
reflected in the larger annual emissions and average Pv (average tropical Pv for the 288 
GUANO model is between 10 and 15% higher than the average tropical TABE 289 
model Pv) at seabird colonies in the tropics (Supplementary Material Section 5 290 
Figure SM5.1). 291 
<<Insert Figure 1>> 292 
A detailed comparison of the estimates from the GUANO and TABE models for 13 293 
regions of the world is given in Supplementary Material Section 4 (Table SM4.2).   294 
Generally, NH3 emissions calculated by the GUANO model are larger than the 295 
TABE model from colonies in the tropics in areas such as Australasia (72% larger) 296 
and the Indian Ocean (117% larger).  However, NH3 emissions calculated by the 297 
GUANO model are smaller than the TABE model from colonies in colder, wetter 298 
areas, such as Antarctica (35% smaller).  As noted above, this is caused by the 299 
GUANO model taking into account nitrogen wash-off from the colony as a 300 
consequence of precipitation. The largest regional difference between the TABE 301 
and GUANO modelled NH3 emissions is in Asia where the GUANO model predicts 302 
emissions 4.8 times larger.  The TABE and GUANO model emissions were 303 
calculated using the same input bird data and the most noticeable difference in 304 
emissions is in the colonies around the Sea of Okhotsk (Supplementary Material 305 
Section 5 Figure SM5.3).  As explained above, the exponential relationship between 306 
temperature and NH3 emission in the GUANO model uses hourly values of ground 307 
temperature, resulting in exponentially larger emissions. As the TABE model uses 308 
average temperature during the breeding season rather than daily varying 309 
temperature, the exponential relationship would tend to give higher emissions in the 310 
GUANO model in the warmest areas. 311 
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3.2 Analysis of meteorological effects on NH3 emissions  312 
The relationships of temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and precipitation 313 
were compared to the Pv estimates derived from the GUANO model for the breeding 314 
season at all global colonies (Supplementary Material Section 5 Figure SM5.3).  315 
Given that there is no strong correlation between the different meteorological 316 
variables themselves (Supplementary Material Section 5 Table SM5.1), we applied 317 
a multiple regression model to establish their relative importance to Pv. The multiple 318 
regression model between meteorological parameters is based on averaged values, 319 
where daily averaged data was used as hourly data for relative humidity and wind 320 
speed.  Hourly precipitation is the daily total precipitation divided into 24 equal 321 
hourly values and the hourly temperature is the hourly ground temperature as 322 
calculated by the method in Supplementary Material Section 3.  The multiple 323 
regression model indicates that, modelled across the sites, Pv is most sensitive to 324 
temperature and precipitation (Supplementary Material Section 5 Table SM5.2).  325 
Warmer conditions favour an increase in Pv, while wetter conditions, which 326 
includes the effects of relative humidity, with more precipitation favour a smaller 327 
Pv.  Wind speed has the least effect on Pv of the four variables included, however 328 
the relationship is positive and wind speed clearly affected measured emissions at 329 
some sites, especially Bird Island (Riddick et al., 2016a).  In strong winds, both 330 
aerodynamic and boundary-layer resistances are reduced and the rate of emission 331 
increases.  However, wind speed only limits the rate of transport of NH3 from the 332 
ground and the magnitude of wind speed has no effect on the rate of NH3 333 
production. 334 
The relationships between meteorological variables and Pv can be explained by 335 
considering how uric acid evolves to form NH3.  Ammonia emission increases with 336 
temperature because of decreased solubility of NH3 on the surface described by 337 
Henry’s Law. The TABE model does not take into account uric acid, TAN and non-338 
volatilized NH3 washed away during precipitation events. It is difficult to 339 
parameterize N run-off because of differences in speed and efficiency in wash-off 340 
of guano from different nesting habitats (such as rock, sand, burrows) and slopes.  341 
Like temperature, increases in relative humidity increase the amount of uric acid 342 
that converts to TAN because of increased hydrolysis, which would explain the 343 
significant relationship between relative humidity and NH3 emission.  344 
The effects of meteorology on Pv can explain why the global seabird NH3 emission 345 
calculated using the GUANO model is lower than previous estimates. The TABE 346 
model (Riddick et al., 2012 - Scenario 2) estimates that 65 % of global NH3 347 
emissions are due to penguin species, compared with 42% according to estimates 348 
using the GUANO model. This smaller contribution by penguins can be explained 349 
by temperature reducing the amount of NH3 evolved from uric acid at these sites. 350 
Due to the penguin colonies’ location on cold and wet Sub-Antarctic islands, TAN 351 
is formed only slowly from uric acid, resulting in low NH3 emission rates.  Coupled 352 
with this, precipitation events reduce the presence of uric acid, TAN and NH3 at the 353 
surface due to run-off, thereby decreasing the overall percentage of excreted 354 
nitrogen that is available for volatilization. 355 
The largest populations of seabirds are found in Antarctica and the Southern Ocean, 356 
and because of their relatively large mass, these are also the species excreting the 357 
most nitrogen (Riddick et al., 2012).  On a global scale, seabird N excretion is 358 
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dominated by Antarctica and the Southern Ocean, which account for 79 % of the 359 
total excreted.  However, the meteorology (low temperatures and high precipitation) 360 
at these colonies reduces emissions to relatively small values, thus only 34.2 Gg 361 
NH3 year-1 are emitted from the 858.2 Gg N year-1 excreted in Antarctica and the 362 
Southern Ocean (Pv = 4 %) (Figure 2). By contrast, NH3 emissions from the tropics 363 
are relatively high compared with the total amount of N excreted, mainly due to hot 364 
temperatures. For example, seabird colonies on the Pacific islands emit 13.0 Gg 365 
NH3 year-1 from the 29.7 Gg N year-1 excreted (Pv = 44 %) (Figure 2). 366 
It is similarly important to note the importance of water availability, both through 367 
precipitation and relative humidity is parametrized in the GUANO model.  In 368 
conditions where NH3 emission is restricted by low relative humidity e.g. Ascension 369 
Island (Riddick et al., 2014), higher precipitation increases the water budget of 370 
guano, increasing uric acid hydrolysis rate to form ammonia and ammonium in 371 
solution, (Riddick et al., 2017). Hence some water is needed to allow hydrolysis, 372 
which in warm locations promotes a high value of Pv.  Conversely, in extremely 373 
warm dry locations, lack of hydrolysis leads to low Pv values, and an associated 374 
build-up of guano.  It is therefore no surprise that Pisco on the west coast of Peru, 375 
famous for its guano mining industry, is estimated to have a low Pv value (Figure 376 
2) despite high temperatures.  In this way, the GUANO model could also be used 377 
to simulate the accumulation of guano as a resource and the influence of climate 378 
change on this resource.   379 
By contrast, the highest Pv value of any seabird colony in our model was found for 380 
on Wake Island in the South Pacific (19.27°N, 166.64°E), where the annual mean 381 
temperature is 27ºC, with an annual average precipitation of 906 mm and relative 382 
humidity of 95%.  At this a site, the hydrological conditions, modest precipitation 383 
and high humidity, means the hydrolysis of the excreted uric acid is maximized, 384 
with the high temperatures in turn maximizing the fraction of TAN that volatilizes 385 
rather than runs-off into the sea.  386 
<<Insert Figure 2>> 387 
3.3 Simulated effects of climate change on emissions  388 
The application of the GUANO model for 2099 allows the effects of future climate 389 
change scenarios to be assessed. A comparison with the 2010 baseline shows that 390 
NH3 emissions could increase substantially through the influence of climate on Pv 391 
alone, assuming no change in seabird populations and breeding success (Table 1). 392 
Given the associated complexities, however, predicting how seabird populations 393 
change in the future with anticipated changes in global climate is beyond the scope 394 
of the current  study. Using nitrogen excretion rates of 2010, increases in NH3 395 
emission are estimated here in the region of 22-32 Gg NH3 year-1 for the IPCC 396 
Scenarios B1, A1B and A2 (Table 1). This amounts to a climate change driven 397 
increase in emissions of around 26 to 39% between 2010 and 2099, depending on 398 
the scenario used. 399 
<<Insert Table 1>> 400 
The spatial distribution of increases and decreases to the 2010 estimated values of 401 
Pv, based on the worst case (A2) data set is presented in Figure 4.  To test the effects 402 
of predicted wind speed changes separately from changes to the other variables, the 403 
wind speed anomalies were added to the GSOD wind dataset and show that wind 404 
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speed changes in 2099 have little effect on modelled NH3 emission globally, <5% 405 
at colonies with the largest predicted change (Figure 3a).  When the A2 anomalies 406 
for relative humidity alone are added to the GSOD dataset, the effects on Pv are 407 
much larger, ranging from -17% to +22% (Figure 3b).  The largest estimated 408 
increases in Pv associated with future relative humidity are in tropical regions of the 409 
world, with Pv increasing by up to 22% on many islands in the Indian and Pacific 410 
Oceans (Figure 3b).  These are regions where guano mining has been conducted, 411 
and even relatively small increases in moisture (relative humidity) to these areas 412 
may result in an increase in NH3 loss at these sites and provide a potential threat to 413 
the quality and levels of guano production.  414 
<<Insert Figure 3>> 415 
Precipitation anomalies can act to either increase or decrease Pv  with Pv increasing 416 
by up to 130 % at colonies where precipitation decreases, such as Norfolk Island, 417 
due to less wash-off (Figure 3c) and decreasing by up to 45 % on Pacific Islands.  418 
Increases of Pv between 1 and 10 % are estimated throughout Europe, the Caribbean 419 
and the Pacific.  Pv decreases (linked to increased precipitation) are estimated for 420 
most of the regions with colder climates, including Sub-Antarctic Islands and the 421 
Arctic.   422 
Increases in Pv are most obvious for the predicted A2 temperature anomalies (Figure 423 
3d). The regions with the largest increases (20 - 29 %) are mainly around the 424 
Mediterranean and North East Russia.  However, in the coldest regions (Sub-425 
Antarctic and Arctic), there may be little or no increase to Pv 426 
When the influence of all  A2 climate anomalies together is considered, the largest 427 
changes to Pv are predicted for the hottest climates, including the Pacific Islands, 428 
Indian Ocean islands, Australia and the Mediterranean (Figure 4).  These large 429 
increases in Pv are expected by the amplifying effect of temperature and water 430 
availability from relative humidity and precipitation.  The Pv is not predicted to 431 
change substantially in the colder climates of the Sub-Antarctic Islands and around 432 
the Antarctic peninsula because of relatively negligible increases in temperature 433 
(Supplementary Material Section 6 Figure SM6.1). 434 
<<Insert Figure 4>> 435 
The effects of climate change on Pv at the largest seabird colonies in the world (by 436 
number of seabirds) are shown in Figure 5 and Supplementary Material Section 6 437 
Tables SM6.1 and Figure 3 (the location of each of these colonies is presented in 438 
Supplementary Material Section 6 Figure SM6.2).  Ammonia emissions from the 439 
penguin colonies on the Isles Kerguelen and Willis Island are predicted to be largely 440 
unaffected by climate change (<5% change), even in the worst-case scenario (A2). 441 
This is due to increased precipitation balancing out increased temperatures, as 442 
discussed above. At colonies with a large increase in precipitation (e.g. the colonies 443 
on the South Sandwich Islands), NH3 emissions are predicted to decrease because 444 
the increased precipitation is likely to wash excreted nitrogen from the colony 445 
before it can be emitted as NH3.  Colonies with predicted temperature increases and 446 
precipitation decreases (e.g. the Rockhopper penguin colony on Tristan da Cunha), 447 
show the largest predicted increase in NH3 emissions, due to the coupled effect of 448 
a decrease in uric acid wash-off because of decreased precipitation and the 449 
increased surface NH3 concentration. Note that the highest volatilization rate for 450 
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any major colony shown on Figure 5 is on the Peruvian Island of Lobos de Tierra 451 
(6.39 ºS, 80.85 ºW), where 69% of the excreted nitrogen is estimated to be 452 
volatilized, increasing in 2099 to 73%. This may be contrasted to guano harvesting 453 
areas near Pisco on the west coast of Peru (latitude 14 ºS, Supplementary Material 454 
Figure SM6.2) where Pv is estimated to increase from 25% to 56% under between 455 
2010 and 2099, indicating the potential to affect future guano production. 456 
<<Insert Figure 5>> 457 
3.4 Evaluation in comparison with measurements 458 
While the main focus of this paper is on assessing the climate dependence of NH3 459 
emissions and their potential to change under future climate change scenarios, it is 460 
important to reflect on the extent of model validation. While it is not feasible to 461 
check the modelled emissions from seabird islands on a global scale, the GUANO 462 
model has been subject to verification for a number individual colonies across 463 
different climates.  This is illustrated in Figure 6, which compares (a) the area-based 464 
NH3 emission value and (b) the Pv value calculated by the GUANO model to 465 
matching values derived from measurements.  Further details of the site based 466 
comparison with measurements and methods used to calculate the uncertainty in 467 
emission are provided by Riddick et al. (2014; 2016a; 2017). 468 
In principle, the GUANO model was developed independently of the field 469 
measurements, except the habitat correction factors.  The GUANO model emission 470 
estimates match the measurements more closely than the emission calculated by 471 
Riddick et al. (2012) for both area-based emission (R2 = 0.75, m= 0.80, p-value = 472 
0.057) and Pv (R2 = 0.91, m= 1.07, p-value = 0.01), as the model accounts for the 473 
effect of both thermodynamics and the nitrogen depletion through precipitation 474 
events.  Where the measured emissions are higher than those calculated by the 475 
GUANO model (Ascension Island and the Isle of May), this may reflect that the 476 
measurements were taken during the breeding season, which is generally the hottest 477 
time of the year and when there is the most available nitrogen, and the GUANO 478 
model emissions are the average of a year-round simulation. 479 
Also presented are the area-based NH3 emission value and the Pv value 480 
(Supplementary Material Section 6 Figure SM6.3) calculated by Scenario 1 481 
(bioenergetics model), Scenario 2 (temperature adjusted bioenergetics model) and 482 
Scenario 3 (best estimate) of Riddick et al. (2012).  Generally, the BE model 483 
emission estimates are too high in colder areas (Bird Island and Signy Island) and 484 
too low in hotter areas (Michaelmas Cay and Ascension Island) and have poor 485 
agreement when compared against area-based emission estimates (R2 = 0.15, m= -486 
3.94, p-value = 0.52) and Pv (R2 = 0.45, m= -0.31, p-value = 0.21).  This is partially 487 
addressed by using the thermodynamic correction of the TABE model,  when 488 
compared against area-based emission (R2 = 0.08, m= -0.51, p-value = 0.64) and Pv 489 
(R2 = 0.92, m= 0.19, p-value = 0.01), however this does not account for the full 490 
effects of the meteorology on the biogeochemical processes, i.e. the difference 491 
between the Pv for the GUANO and TABE models in Figures SM6.4 and SM5.1 492 
will partly be a result of direct measurement of temperature instead of using an 493 
average annual temperature. 494 
<<Insert Figure 6>> 495 
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3.5 Uncertainty in input data 496 
The meteorological parameters used as input to the GUANO model are a major 497 
source of uncertainty, especially the calculation method for ground temperature.  498 
The estimated ground temperature used in the GUANO model is based on average 499 
ground temperature variations at the three main field measurement sites of Riddick 500 
et al. (2014, 2016a). An uncertainty estimate of ± 2 °C was estimated. This results 501 
in an NH3 emission uncertainty of ± 32 % at best.  Additionally, precipitation data 502 
may also have some associated uncertainty as the reported precipitation data at 503 
many colonies is very low (Supplementary Material Section 5 Figure SM5.3) which 504 
may result in either underestimation of NH3 emission through lack of water to form 505 
uric acid or overestimation as not enough run-off is accounted for. 506 
However, another substantial uncertainty in global NH3 emission is the seabird 507 
population estimate (± 36 %) (Riddick et al., 2012).  New counting techniques have 508 
resulted in increased estimates of seabird populations counted in the most remote 509 
regions.  For example, remote sensing was used to count Little auks (Alle alle) on 510 
Northumbria Island, Greenland (Egevang et al., 2003), computer-based analysis 511 
was applied to count Macaroni penguins in colour aerial photographs on Bird 512 
Island, South Georgia (Trathan, 2007), and super-high resolution satellite imagery 513 
was used for a census of threatened albatrosses in remote regions (Fretwell et al., 514 
2017).  However, because seabirds are generally difficult to reach and new methods 515 
are expensive, a large uncertainty in population estimates remains.  Combining the 516 
sources of error provides a global best estimate of NH3 emission from seabird 517 
colonies of 82 [37 - 127] Gg NH3 year-1.  518 
 3.6 Uncertainties in simulated emissions.  519 
The GUANO model provides a method for calculating NH3 emission from a range 520 
of climates. A major asset of the GUANO model is its relative simplicity. For 521 
example, it was easily adapted from a site-based approach (Riddick et al., 2017) to 522 
model NH3 emissions for all colonies globally using hourly time-steps for a two 523 
year period.  Conversely, the simplicity of the GUANO model does impose some 524 
limitations.  The model uses basic expressions to calculate vertical dispersion at the 525 
colony, while complex local topography will influence wind speeds and local 526 
turbulence.  To ascertain if complex topography has a large effect on NH3 emission, 527 
the model should be validated with NH3 emissions from colonies with more 528 
complex aerodynamics. While this is likely to affect simulated emissions in cold 529 
climates where, as Riddick et al. (2014, 2016a) show, emissions are to some extent 530 
wind speed dependent, this is likely to be less important in warm climates which 531 
are more strongly affected by variability in temperature and water availability.  532 
Many seabird colonies are low lying (e.g., Michaelmas Cay is only 3.5 m above 533 
sea-level) and the potentially volatilizable nitrogen may be washed away by storms 534 
washing over the land. Until now, wash-off by storm action (i.e., the combined 535 
action of wind and water) has been omitted from the GUANO model, which only 536 
includes a simple parametrization as a function of precipitation amount.  However, 537 
the effect of storms could be modelled with the inclusion of colony height above 538 
sea level and a relationship between wind speed and wave height. This would 539 
require detailed high-resolution digital elevation data for colonies, as some sites are 540 
at risk in their entirety, whereas only the lower parts of steeper sloping sites or cliffs 541 
would be at increased risk from storms. The slope of a site would also be a key 542 
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parameter for calculating wash-off by precipitation during and between breeding 543 
seasons. However, the spatial resolution of the global seabird database is currently 544 
insufficient for all parts of the globe, with data from some countries not being 545 
available at the individual colony level.  However, in general, the colonies with the 546 
poorest spatial resolution are the smallest colonies with smaller contribution to the 547 
total seabird NH3 emission. 548 
The effects of different forms of precipitation on NH3 emission are not included in 549 
the GUANO model.  It could be anticipated that colder forms of precipitation (hail, 550 
sleet and snow) could affect the temperature of the system and slow the rate of NH3 551 
formation.  Higher intensity of precipitation events may encourage wash-off, as 552 
torrential rain may cause flooding events while a similar volume of drizzle over a 553 
longer time period may be absorbed into the surface with less wash-off.   Global 554 
rate/temperature of precipitation data are not known to exist, but the model could 555 
be developed in future iterations to account for cold or intense precipitation events 556 
if data were available, or by implementing proxy information such as air 557 
temperature. 558 
While it is acknowledged that the GUANO model still has weaknesses in the 559 
representation of run-off and wash-off by precipitation and storms, it reproduces 560 
measured NH3 emissions at the study sites well (Figure 6 and Riddick et al., 2017). 561 
The further refinements suggested above could help to gain better understanding of 562 
NH3 emissions, particularly in regions with high precipitation and storm frequency, 563 
and for exploring the extent to which sea level rise may affect colonies. 564 
In addition to parameterization, there may be further uncertainty the absolute NH3 565 
emission predicted for 2099 caused by guano build up at the colony that is not 566 
accounted for by the GUANO model.  For the 2010 scenario at the colonies with 567 
guano build up, there is either insufficient water to convert uric acid to TAN or it is 568 
not warm enough for the TAN to volatilize.  In both cases NH3 emission does not 569 
increase in the 3rd year as the meteorology is repeated, with dry climates remaining 570 
dry and cold climates staying cold.  For the 2099 scenario the NH3 emission 571 
estimate could be an underestimation at colonies that were dry, but then experience 572 
higher precipitation.  In these cases, accumulated guano not accounted for by the 573 
GUANO model will form “historic” NH3 from residual guano as well as “present-574 
day” NH3 from freshly excreted guano.  To make a justifiable estimate on the NH3 575 
emissions from historic guano the model would need to run from at least the present 576 
day.  The first problem with this is we do not have the processing power to do this 577 
as the GUANO model takes 24 hours to run for 1 year.  Also, changes in seabird 578 
population could lead to incorrect emission estimates as NH3 emissions from 579 
recently abandoned penguin rookeries had similar emissions to that of occupied 580 
colonies (Speir and Ross, 1984).  In a wet temperate climate, Blackall et al. (2008) 581 
found ammonia emissions to return to zero within 1-2 month of birds departing, 582 
with no carry-over of guano or emission to the following year.  Despite the 583 
shortcomings of the 2099 NH3 emission prediction, the Pv is unaffected by historic 584 
guano emissions.  The colony specific Pv is presented as a more significant outcome 585 
than the absolute emission as the absolute emission will also be affected by our 586 
highly uncertain values of seabird population in 2099.  Future work could compare 587 
simulated surface uric acid or TAN from GUANO with field observations as this 588 
could be a useful way to assess how well pre-deposited guano is simulated by the 589 
model. 590 
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 591 
3.7 Implications of the research 592 
3.7.1 Comparison of global emissions with other estimates 593 
It is important to summarize the mains reasons for the differences between the 594 
GUANO model estimate of global NH3 emissions (82 Gg NH3 year-1 ) and the other 595 
published estimates.  The present  study and its validation by measurements clearly 596 
shows  that the estimates of Blackall et al. (2007) and Riddick et al. (2012, Scenarios 597 
1 and 3) are too high, which is mainly because volatilization rates in polar regions 598 
are limited by cold temperatures with substantial amounts of run-off. In simulating 599 
NH3 emissions from grazing animals, Móring et al. (2016) recently demonstrated a 600 
feature that may also be relevant to better understand NH3 emissions from seabird 601 
colonies: lower temperatures lead to smaller instantaneous emissions, but as 602 
ammoniacal nitrogen remains at the surface this increases the potential for NH3 603 
emissions at a later stage, thereby increasing the duration of emissions. In this way, 604 
if it were not for other loss pathways and interactions, temperature would not 605 
ultimately affect the total amount of NH3 emitted. It is then the interaction between 606 
temperature, emission timescale and other competing processes (such as run-off) 607 
that lead, in practice, to temperature dependence of NH3 emission. In the context of 608 
the GUANO model, run-off refers to the leaching of TAN and uric acid into the 609 
substrate or lateral transport into the sea and is no longer considered 610 
biogeochemically available for NH3 emission.  With cooler conditions, and lower 611 
instantaneous NH3 emissions, this increases the chance that the Nr will be washed 612 
off by a precipitation event rather than emitted to the atmosphere.   613 
A major consequence of the lower NH3 emission calculated in this paper is the 614 
change this makes to understanding nitrogen pathways at a colony level.  615 
Lindeboom (1984) estimated that the percentage of excreted nitrogen that 616 
volatilizes (Pv) could be 80 % at a Macaroni penguin colony on Marion Island 617 
(Southern Ocean, 47 °S, 38 °E).   By contrast, a value of 1.7 % Pv is estimated for 618 
the Macaroni penguin colonies on Bird Island using the GUANO model (54 °S, 38 619 
°W) (Supplementary Material Section 6 Figure SM6.2) which is supported by a 620 
measurement-based estimate of 1.8% at the same site.  This large difference in Pv 621 
cannot be explained by taking into account the 2 °C higher average temperature 622 
during the breeding season at Marion Island (NCDC, 2011). In the global GUANO 623 
model application we included Marion Island as one of the sites, where the annual 624 
Pv value is estimated at 3%, which is consistent with our measurements and site 625 
based simulations at Bird Island.  Lindeboom (1984) estimated Pv by comparing 626 
nitrogen and phosphorus ratios in fresh excreta to older excreta at the colony, 627 
assuming that nitrogen was only lost by volatilization, but did not consider nitrogen 628 
loss by run-off, which would explain their over-estimation in Pv for Marion Island.   629 
In contrast to the low Pv for penguin colonies, our measurements found that 67 % 630 
of the excreted Nr volatilizes as NH3 at the seabird colony on Michaelmas Cay 631 
(Riddick et al., 2014). This compares with a simulated value using the GUANO 632 
model for the measurement period of 82% (Riddick et al., 2014), while our global 633 
GUANO model application here for gives an annual average Pv of 69%. Our 634 
measurements and modelling thus support the early Lindeboom (1984) estimate, 635 
but only in colony situations where volatilization dominates with negligible run-off. 636 
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3.7.2 Magnitude and significance of seabird NH3 emissions  637 
The magnitudes of NH3 emissions calculated by the GUANO model indicate that 638 
seabird colonies represent appreciable local NH3 sources compared with the better 639 
known agricultural sources of NH3 emissions.  For example, a poultry installation 640 
of similar NH3 emission as Michaelmas Cay (8,672 kg NH3 year-1) would house 641 
80,000 birds, with each bird emitting NH3 at 0.1 kg NH3 bird-1 year-1 (Sutton et al., 642 
2011).  This is similar to the emission from a cattle feedlot of over 650 animals 643 
emitting ~10.4 kg NH3 animal-1 year-1 (Sutton et al., 2011). The largest source of 644 
NH3 emission in our global model for 2010 is Baker Island in the South Pacific 645 
(0.19°N, 176.48°W), which emits 3.9 Gg yr-1 (equivalent to the emissions of 39 646 
million chickens or 375 thousand cattle).  For 2099 (Scenario A2), our global model 647 
still predicts Baker Island to emit the largest amount of NH3, but this has increased 648 
to 6.7 Gg yr-1. 649 
Wilson et al. (2004) reported that UK seabird colonies in remote regions are 650 
significant local sources of NH3 where other emission sources are scarce.  At a 651 
global scale, seabird colonies are even more removed from anthropogenic nitrogen 652 
sources and in many locations can be considered the only major atmospheric 653 
nitrogen deposition source for nearby terrestrial ecosystems.  This spatial isolation 654 
of seabird NH3 emissions from anthropogenic sources can be put into context by 655 
comparison with the spatial estimates of NH3 emissions from other sources as 656 
included in the EDGAR database (EC-JRC/PBL, 2010). When the 0.1° x 0.1° NH3 657 
emissions in the EDGAR database are co-located with the seabird NH3 emissions 658 
database at same scale, contributions of NH3 from seabirds mostly account for more 659 
than 99.9 % of NH3 emissions from all sources within the 0.1° x 0.1° cell where 660 
they occur (Supplementary Material Section 7 Figure SM7.1).    661 
3.7.3 Seabirds as a model system to study for global ammonia emissions 662 
Seabirds can be considered as representing a "model system" to study NH3 emission 663 
that can provide insights to understand other sources of NH3 emission better.  Many 664 
sources of NH3, especially in agriculture, are complicated by different management 665 
practices, whereas seabird emissions are a natural system, uninfluenced by local 666 
differences in management practice. As a result, examination of seabird colonies is 667 
especially useful to study the climate dependence of NH3 emission.  In this way, 668 
relationships between NH3 emissions and meteorology can be identified without 669 
complications from several externally varying anthropogenic factors (e.g. ground 670 
management, manure management techniques, animal housing practices etc.).  The 671 
GUANO model application presented here provides a step on the way to developing 672 
a comprehensive climate-dependent approach to ammonia emissions modelling 673 
(Riedo et al., 2002, Sutton et al., 2013, Riddick et al., 2016b) for which parallel 674 
steps are being made in other emission contexts (e.g. Bash et al., 2012, Móring et 675 
al., 2016).  676 
The present paper shows that NH3 emissions from seabird nitrogen are highly 677 
dependent on meteorology. While an illustrative range for the most important 678 
species is shown in Table SM4.1, the full range between species extends from an 679 
average  Pv of 0.4 % for Emperor penguins to 68.0 % for the Peruvian tern found in 680 
South America (see Table 2). While there are differences in emission processes 681 
between seabird excreta and animal manure, the principles of the GUANO model 682 
are generic and it could be adapted for different types of excreta, such as poultry 683 
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litter, animal manure and slurry.  These adapted models could be used to investigate 684 
the dependence of NH3 emissions from agricultural sources according to 685 
meteorology and in consideration of management differences where such data can 686 
be obtained. 687 
<<Insert Table 2>> 688 
3.8 Climate change relationships 689 
The results presented here suggest major spatial changes in the percentage of 690 
nitrogen that volatilizes as a result of global climate change.   At seabird colonies 691 
where the largest temperatures are predicted (e.g., Tristan da Cunha, South Atlantic 692 
and Midway Atoll, Pacific Ocean), we estimate that Pv increases (Figure 4).  Higher 693 
Pv leads to an increase in NH3 volatilized, and may result in increased plant growth 694 
and decreased biodiversity by eliminating nitrogen sensitive plant species 695 
(Lindeboom, 1984; Ellis, 2005).  However, at seabird colonies where precipitation 696 
is also predicted to increase, greater run-off will also offset the increase in 697 
temperature. The net result is the expectation of negligible changes to Pv at some 698 
locations, e.g. on Willis Island and Isles Kerguelen in the Southern Ocean.   699 
Only a few locations globally are expected to have smaller emissions in 2099 than 700 
in 2010 according to Scenario A2.  Only 7% of the seabird colonies assessed 701 
globally (mainly limited to the Southern Ocean; Figure 4) are predicted to 702 
experience a reduction in NH3 emission.  Of this 7%, the largest reduction Pv 703 
between 2010 and 2099 (using A2 scenario) was 6.3 % and an average of -1.1%.  704 
At these colonies the increase in precipitation was found to more than offset the 705 
effect of rising temperatures. 706 
An analysis of average values of the change in simulated Pv from 2010 to 2099 as 707 
calculated by the GUANO model shows that average Pv values for seabird species 708 
in hot climates are predicted to increase by more than 20 %, such as the Sooty tern 709 
and the Common noddy (Table 2).  Average Pv values for seabirds in temperate 710 
climates, such as the Atlantic puffin, are estimated to increase by nearly 5 %.  For 711 
seabirds in the cold regions, Pv values are predicted to increase by small amounts 712 
or decrease, e.g. a decrease in average Pv of 1.2 % for Macaroni penguins. By 713 
contrast, for Macaroni penguins located especially in sub-Antarctic areas where 714 
precipitation is expected to increase, a small decrease of 1.2% is predicted (Table 715 
2). 716 
The GUANO model predictions for 2099 only take climate change into account, 717 
while assuming that seabird populations will remain stable at their colonies.  718 
However, seabird populations, and hence NH3 emissions, are also expected to be 719 
affected by the changing climate.  Predicting future population changes in seabirds 720 
in response to anticipated climate change was beyond the scope of the present study, 721 
but is also relevant for future scenario development.   722 
Some of the global changes expected to affect seabird colonies are sea-level rise 723 
(0.23 – 0.51 m for the A2 scenario), an increased frequency of extreme weather 724 
events, increased frequency in the El Niño Southern Oscillation and increased sea 725 
surface temperatures (IPCC, 2007).  726 
Sooty terns nesting on low lying atolls in the Pacific Ocean provide an example of 727 
how sea-level rise and an increase in the frequency of extreme weather events may 728 
affect breeding grounds of seabirds.  Michaelmas Cay is currently 3.5 m above sea-729 
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level, but with predicted changes in sea-level and more frequent extreme weather 730 
events, this land may not be a viable nesting site in the future.  120 days are required 731 
between egg-laying and fledging for the species at this site, and changing climate 732 
may limit the number of consecutive days the island is above water. 733 
An example of the effect of El Niño is the change to the Guanay cormorant 734 
populations on the west coast of South America.  The El Niño Southern Oscillation 735 
occurs when warm water appears off the coast of Peru and results in lower primary 736 
production of the oceans (Wyrtki, 1975). Past El Niño events coupled with 737 
overfishing have had a large impact on the food chain and resulted in a decrease of 738 
the Guanay cormorant population in Peru from 20 million in the 1950s (Santander, 739 
1981) to 3 million in 2009 (Birdlife International, 2017). 740 
Ongoing changes in populations of penguins may also reflect the impact of 741 
changing sea surface temperatures. Higher sea surface temperatures have already 742 
reduced sea ice, leading to a reduction in Antarctic krill, a vital food source for 743 
penguins in the Antarctic region (Brierly, 2008).  Failure in krill recruitment may 744 
lead to a decline in penguin populations (Trathan et al., 2007).  Adelie penguin 745 
populations have decreased over the past 25 years because of a reduction in their 746 
food supply (Forcada et al., 2006).    However, with the climate becoming milder 747 
at these latitudes, the environment is more suited to Gentoo penguins (Pygoscelis 748 
papua), which have increased in numbers (Forcada et al., 2006).  These examples 749 
illustrate the complexity of forecasting overall changes in NH3 emissions in future 750 
scenarios, if both the direct and indirect effects of climate change on bird 751 
populations are taken into account in a model system. 752 
It is clear, however, that changes in seabird populations will result in changes to the 753 
nitrogen dynamics of the surrounding ecosystems.  This especially true for 754 
environments where naturally occurring nutrients are scarce, such as in sub-polar 755 
or arid tropical climates, where small changes to the amount of seabird-mediated 756 
marine nutrients imported to terrestrial ecosystems could result in substantial 757 
changes to plant productivity.   758 
4. Conclusions 759 
This paper has presented the results of simulations using the process based GUANO 760 
model to further our understanding of global NH3 emissions from seabird colonies 761 
and how these may alter under climate change.  The results present the first global 762 
maps of NH3 emissions from seabird colonies using a dynamic model driven by 763 
meteorological conditions.  The meteorology driven model of NH3 emissions allow 764 
future scenarios to be predicted of the climate change effect on ammonia emissions 765 
from seabirds, expressed both as total NH3 emission and as a percentage 766 
volatilization of the excreted nitrogen (Pv).  According to IPCC Scenarios A2, A1B 767 
and B2, we estimate annual NH3 emissions for 2099 of 114, 112 and 104 Gg yr-1, 768 
respectively.  Although emissions are predicted to decrease at a few locations, 769 
where increased precipitation is estimated to outweigh the effect of warmer 770 
conditions in increasing emission, overall the global picture is that climate change 771 
will tend to increase global ammonia emissions from seabirds by around 20 to 40%, 772 
depending on the climate scenario for 2099.  773 
The present study provides a first application of how a process model of ammonia 774 
emissions from animals, accounting for diurnal and seasonal dynamics, can be 775 
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applied at a global scale. In so doing it simultaneously provides a demonstration of 776 
how the approach can be used to assess scenarios of future climate change and 777 
illustrates the potential of the GUANO model for broader application for other 778 
livestock NH3 emission sources at the global scale.   779 
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Table 1 Comparison of global NH3 emission from seabirds in 2099 to IPCC climate change scenarios 947 
B1, A1B and A2. 948 
 2010 B1 2099 A1B 2099 A2 2099 
Total NH3 emission  
[uncertainty range] 
(Gg NH3 year-1) 
81.8 
[37 - 127]
103.7 
[48 – 160]
111.6 
[51 – 172] 
113.8 
[52 – 175]
Change from 2010 
emission estimate (%) 
+26.8 +36.4 +39.1
 949 
Table 2 Average percentage of nitrogen that volatilizes (Pv) for a range of species. With temperature (T) 950 
in 2099 (IPCC Scenario A2)  and Pv for 2099 (IPCC Scenario A2).  951 
Species Average 
T during 
breeding 
2010 (°C) 
Average 
Pv 2010  
(%) 
Average 
T during 
breeding 
2099 (°C) 
Average 
Pv 2099 
(%) 
Change in 
average Pv 
2010 to 
2099 (%) 
Emperor Penguin1,5  -15.9 0.4 -14.4 0.6 +0.2
Snowy Sheathbill -2.6 2.2 -1.3 2.1 -0.1
Adelie Penguin  -10.2 2.7 -8.9 3.3 +0.6
Atlantic Puffin  9.1 3.1 11.8 7.7 +4.7
Macaroni Penguin  1.1 4.4 2.5 3.2 -1.2
Brown Noddy  27.1 25.8 32.6 47.4 +21.6
Sooty Tern  27.1 40.7 32.6 60.6 +20.1
Little Black Shag3 13.3 10.3 17.5 60.0 +49.7 
Peruvian Booby6 20.0 65.9 23.6 72.3 6.4
Peruvian Tern2,4 21.0 68.0 25.1 62.0 -6.0 
Notes: 1 Smallest estimated Pv value for a seabird species in 2010. 2 Largest estimated Pv value for a 952 
seabird species in 2010. 3 Largest simulated climate change driven increase for a seabird species. 4 953 
Largest simulated climate change driven decrease for a seabird species. 5 Smallest estimated Pv value 954 
for a seabird species in 2099. 6 Largest estimated Pv value for a seabird species in 2099. 955 
    956 
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 957 
Figure 1 Global NH3 emissions from seabirds aggregated for each 5 degree square, calculated using the 958 
GUANO model with ground temperature data, for 2010 (baseline). 959 
 960 
Figure 2 Spatial distribution of the percentage of excreted nitrogen that volatilizes (Pv) at seabird 961 
colonies, calculated using the GUANO model for 2010 (baseline).  962 
a) 963 
 964 
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b) 965 
 966 
c) 967 
 968 
d) 969 
 970 
Figure 3 Changes to percentage of excreted nitrogen that volatilizes (Pv) estimated between 2010 and 971 
2099 at seabird colonies when a) wind speed anomalies are considered only, b) relative humidity 972 
25 
 
anomalies are considered only, c) precipitation anomalies are considered only and d) temperature 973 
anomalies are considered only. Climate anomalies are taken from the IPCC A2 climate change scenario 974 
(IPCC DDC, 2011). 975 
 976 
 977 
Figure 4 Changes to percentage of excreted nitrogen that volatilizes (Pv) estimated for 2099 at seabird 978 
colonies when all climate anomalies are considered, using the IPCC A2 Scenario.   979 
 980 
Figure 5 Effects of climate change on Pv at the 8 largest seabird colonies, calculated with the GUANO 981 
model.  Filled symbols indicate NH3 emissions for 2010 using Global Summary of Day (GSOD); unfilled 982 
symbols represent predicted NH3 emissions by incorporating temperature, wind speed, relative humidity 983 
and precipitation anomalies for 2099 (IPCC Scenario A2).  984 
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  A 986 
   987 
B 988 
 989 
 990 
Figure 6 Comparison of (a) the area-based NH3 emission value and (b) the Pv value calculated by the 991 
GUANO model with micrometeorological measured data for site based measurements. Values refer to 992 
the periods of the measurements used. For further details see Riddick et al. (2014; 2016a; 2017). Sites: 993 
Sooty terns on rocks, Ascension Island (Mid Atlantic); Puffin burrow area with grass, Isle of May 994 
(Scotland); Macaroni penguins on rock, Bird Island (South Georgia, South Atlantic);  Common noddys 995 
on bare ground, Michaelmas Cay (Northern Australia); Chinstrap penguins on bare rock, Signy Island 996 
(South Atlantic).   Description of the uncertainty analysis used to calculate the error bars presented are 997 
found in  Riddick et al. (2014; 2016a). 998 
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Supplementary Material Section 1: A comparison of the diurnal air 1000 
temperatures derived from Parton and Logan (1981) with measured values 1001 
Figure SM1.1 shows the diurnal variation in air temperature according to the Parton 1002 
and Logan (1981) model plotted against the measured air temperature data at 2 m 1003 
above ground level for Ascension Island, the Isle of May and Bird Island.  A linear 1004 
regression shows good agreement between the modelled and measured values for 1005 
the field sites. The coefficient of determination for each site is shown in Table 1006 
SM1.1. 1007 
Table SM1.1 Comparison between average measured ground temperature and ground temperatures 1008 
modelled with the Parton and Logan (1982) method, using measured average maximum and minimum 1009 
air temperature data during the measurement period at each of the field sites. 1010 
Field site Slope R2 
Isle of May 0.90 0.89 
Mars Bay, Ascension 0.88 0.84 
Big Mac, Bird Island 0.84 0.79 
 1011 
Although the temperatures calculated by the Parton and Logan (1981) model are 1012 
serially correlated, the model describes the hourly values of the temperature well in 1013 
temperate, tropical and polar regions during the seabird breeding season (Figure 1014 
SM1.1).  However, it should be noted that the Parton and Logan (1981) model 1015 
overestimates temperatures as the temperature increases (dawn) and as it decreases 1016 
(dusk). 1017 
1018 
Figure SM1.1 Comparison of the diurnal variation in average measured ground temperature and ground 1019 
temperatures modelled with the Parton and Logan (1982) method, using measured average maximum 1020 
and minimum air temperature data during the measurement period at each of the field sites.   1021 
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Supplementary Material Section 2: Comparison of data from the National 1022 
Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and Global Surface Summary of the Day 1023 
(GSOD) data (NCDC, 2011) to the data observed during the measurement 1024 
campaign of Riddick et al. (2014; 2016a) 1025 
To determine the most suitable meteorological dataset for use in the global GUANO 1026 
model, the detailed meteorological data measured from each field work site were 1027 
compared with two available global meteorological datasets:  1028 
 National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) Global Surface Summary of the 1029 
Day (GSOD) data (NCDC, 2011) and  1030 
 The National Center for Environmental Prediction and the National Center 1031 
for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis data set (NCEP, 1032 
2011).   1033 
The NCDC GSOD data were available as daily data (Integrated Surface Hourly 1034 
(ISH) dataset), collated by the USAF Climatology Center.  The dataset includes 1035 
observed data from over 9000 meteorological stations globally.  A minimum of four 1036 
observations is used to derive the daily summary data.  Due to unit conversions to 1037 
the metric system, slight rounding errors may occur.  Data reports are based on 1038 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).  The available data are summarised in Table SM2.1 1039 
below:  1040 
Table SM2.1 Summary of data available from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) Global 1041 
Surface Summary of the Day (GSOD) (NCDC, 2011) 1042 
Variable Unit Accuracy 
Mean temperature Fahrenheit 0.1 
Mean dew point Fahrenheit 0.1 
Mean visibility Miles 0.1 
Mean Wind Speed Knots 0.1 
Maximum sustained wind 
speed 
Knots 0.1 
Maximum wind gust Knots 0.1 
Maximum temperature Fahrenheit 0.1 
Minimum temperature Fahrenheit 0.1 
Precipitation amount Inches 0.01 
Snow depth Inches 0.1 
 1043 
The NCEP/NCAR data are derived using an analysis/forecast system, which uses 1044 
weather observations taken by ships, planes, station data and satellite observations. 1045 
The data are available in 4-times daily (i.e., 6-hourly) format or as daily averages 1046 
at a 2.5 ° x 2.5 ° grid resolution, and include  air temperature at the surface (°C), 1047 
relative humidity (%), precipitation rate (kg m-2 s-1), wind speed (m s-1), net solar 1048 
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radiation (W m-2) and ground temperature (°C).  The largest uncertainty is 1049 
associated with the air temperature at the surface (or “skin temperature”), which is 1050 
determined diagnostically as the temperature to balance the fluxes at the surface.  1051 
The method used to calculate the skin temperature is acknowledged to fail in 1052 
conditions with low wind speeds and when the thermal exchange coefficient is close 1053 
to zero (NCEP, 2011).  The net solar radiation data are empirically based and take 1054 
into account cloud cover. 1055 
To evaluate the two global datasets for their suitability for estimating global 1056 
ammonia emissions, meteorological data for the field sites on Ascension, the Isle of 1057 
May and Bird Island were obtained from both the GSOD and NCEP/NCAR datasets 1058 
and compared with measured data collected during the field work carried out for 1059 
this thesis. The NCEP/NCAR data were taken from the grid cell that contained the 1060 
bird colony, whereas the GSOD data were taken from the meteorological station 1061 
geographically closest to the bird colony (Table SM2.2).  1062 
Table SM2.2 The name and distance of the GSOD meteorological station geographically closest to the 1063 
bird colony.   1064 
Field site Met station name (NCDC ID #) Distance between field site and 
met station (km) 
Isle of May Leuchars Airbase, Fife (31710) 30 
Mars Bay, Ascension Wideawake airhead, Ascension 
Island (619020) 
1 
Big Mac, Bird Island Base Orcadas, Laurie Island, 
South Orkney Islands (889680) 
850 
 1065 
Hourly values of air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and precipitation 1066 
were calculated from the GSOD data.  Hourly air temperature was calculated using 1067 
daily maximum and minimum values using the Parton and Logan (1982) method.  1068 
Hourly values of relative humidity data were taken as the daily average, as were the 1069 
values for wind speed.  The hourly value of precipitation was simply the total daily 1070 
value divided by 24.   1071 
To make a direct comparison between the data sets, hourly values of NCEP/NCAR 1072 
meteorological data were calculated in the same way as for the GSOD data.  The 1073 
NCEP/NCAR dataset also included ground temperature and net solar radiation data.  1074 
Hourly ground temperatures were calculated the same way as hourly air 1075 
temperatures, using the Parton and Logan (1982) model.  Net solar radiation during 1076 
the hours of night was set at zero, where the hours of night were calculated using 1077 
the method of Parton and Logan (1982).  The hourly solar radiation during the day 1078 
was calculated as the daily average value during the hours of daylight.  1079 
To identify which dataset best represents the actual meteorology at the colony, the 1080 
two sets of hourly data (GSOD and NCEP/NCAR) were compared with the hourly 1081 
values of meteorological data measured in this study at the three field sites.  The 1082 
quality of fit is determined by calculating the gradient (m) and coefficient of 1083 
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determination (R2) of the linear regression between measured and GSOD or 1084 
NCEP/NCAR values, respectively, for each meteorological variable.  1085 
GSOD data accord more closely to meteorological data measured at Bird Island, the 1086 
Isle of May and Ascension Island than NCEP/NCAR data (Tables SM2.3; SM2.4).  1087 
However, the fit of the GSOD data depends on the proximity of the meteorological 1088 
station to the seabird colony and also the local conditions (e.g., influence of 1089 
topography on wind speed/direction). These issues are particularly noticeable by 1090 
the poor correlation between the GSOD meteorological data measured at Base 1091 
Orcadas and those measured on Bird Island in the field (R2 = 0.10 - 0.13), which 1092 
may be caused by the distance between Base Orcadas and Bird Island (850 km).  1093 
Despite these differences, the GSOD data are still a better fit to measured data than 1094 
the NCEP data.  The GSOD and NCEP/NCAR precipitation both agree well with 1095 
measured precipitation data, but the GSOD agrees better with the higher 1096 
precipitation measured on the Isle of May.  The GSOD data for air temperature, 1097 
relative humidity, wind speed and precipitation are the best available 1098 
meteorological data, while the NCEP/NCAR provides the best net solar radiation 1099 
data available.  The NCEP/NCAR ground temperature data do not fit well to 1100 
measured values.  The poor fit is due to the large area covered by the 2.5 ° x 2.5 ° 1101 
grid cells.  Each of the three islands occupies only a very small proportion of the 1102 
respective grid cell, thus the data is more representative of the sea surface 1103 
temperature rather than the land surface temperature of the grid cell.  Therefore, the 1104 
NCEP/NCAR ground temperature data are not suitable for use in the emission 1105 
model.   1106 
Table SM2.3 Comparison of measured data to Global Summary Of Day (GSOD) data with data 1107 
measured at the field sites, for the duration of the field work. TA is air temperature, RH is the relative 1108 
humidity, WS is wind speed and P is the total precipitation measured during the period of field work.  1109 
The gradient of the linear regression is denoted as m and R2 is the coefficient of determination between 1110 
the measurements and the GSOD database. 1111 
 
 
Hourly TA  Hourly RH  Hourly WS  Total P 
R2 m R2 m R2 m 
Measured  
(mm) 
GSOD 
(mm) 
Isle of May 0.57 1.3 0.58 0.81 0.40 0.35 110 76 
Ascension 0.64 0.80 0.20 0.50 0.10 0.19 6 11 
Bird Island 0.10 0.25 0.10 0.22 0.13 0.20 98 76 
 1112 
 1113 
Table SM2.4 Comparison of measured data for the duration of the field work to National Center for 1114 
Environmental Prediction and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) data.  TA 1115 
is air temperature, TG is ground temperature, RH is the relative humidity, WS is wind speed, Rn is net 1116 
radiation and P is precipitation.  The gradient of the linear regression is denoted as m and R2 is the 1117 
coefficient of determination between the measurements and the NCEP/NCAR database. 1118 
 
 
Hourly TA   Hourly TG Hourly RH  Hourly WS Hourly Ir Total P 
R2 m R2 m R2 m R2 m R2 m 
NCEP/ 
NCAR 
(mm) 
Isle of May 0.50 0.64 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.47 0.30 0.32 0.45 0.56 62 
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Ascension 0.06 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.18 0.52 0.60 12 
Bird Island 0.03 0.17 0.01 0.02 0.18 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.34 0.40 79 
 1119 
  1120 
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Supplementary Material Section 3: Calculating the temperature offset (To) 1121 
function from air temperature data and surface temperature data from the 1122 
three field work sites measured during the campaigns of Riddick et al. (2014, 1123 
2016a)  1124 
Ground temperature is different from air temperature measured at 2 m and has a 1125 
large influence on NH3 emission calculations in the GUANO model.  Ground 1126 
temperature is very rarely measured, and as shown above the available 1127 
NCEP/NCAR dataset had a very poor fit with measured ground temperatures (Table 1128 
SM2.3).  GSOD data provides air temperature in reasonable agreement with 1129 
measured values (Table SM2.4) and a method for estimating hourly ground 1130 
temperature values using air temperatures.   1131 
Measured ground temperature data for the Isle of May, Ascension Island and Bird 1132 
Island were used to derive a relationship between ground temperature, air 1133 
temperature, latitude and time of day.   Figure SM3.1 shows the average 1134 
temperature difference between the air and ground for each hour of the day at the 1135 
three field sites (Isle of May (56 °N), Ascension (8 °S) and Bird Island (54 °S)) 1136 
calculated as the mean of each hour during the measurement period. 1137 
 1138 
Figure SM3.1 The temperature offset (To, °C), difference between average air temperature and ground 1139 
temperature, for the three field sites during the measurement period (nesting time at each of the 1140 
colonies): Solid Line: Isle of May (56 °N), Dashed line: Ascension (8 °S) and Dotted Line: Bird Island (54 1141 
°S). 1142 
Diurnal variation in temperature difference is very similar between the Isle of May 1143 
and Bird Island, 56 °N and 54 °S, respectively, where the ground is warmer than 1144 
the air throughout the day and night, with a peak during the middle of the day.  The 1145 
diurnal variation in temperature difference between the air and ground on Ascension 1146 
is different, with the ground colder than the air during the night and much hotter 1147 
than the air during the day.  Although annual variations occur, the focus here is to 1148 
provide mean profiles during the bird breeding/nesting seasons. 1149 
In the absence of measured global surface temperature data, these were derived 1150 
from the air temperature for each colony, using measured surface and air 1151 
temperature data from the three field work sites to parameterize a temperature offset 1152 
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(To) function.  To was set at the measured values: equator = To (Ascension), 55 °N 1153 
= To (Isle of May) and 55 °S = To (Bird Island).  Using these fixed points, To was 1154 
empirically derived for each hour at any given latitude based on linear interpolation 1155 
between latitudes for these hourly values, hourly T0 values calculated using the 1156 
method presented in Table SM3.1.  For sites farther north of the Isle of May and 1157 
farther south of Bird Island values of these sites were used as limits.  Due to the 1158 
relatively simple derivation method and the limited number of measurement sites, 1159 
there is substantial uncertainty associated with the estimated surface temperature. 1160 
Further work to improve estimation of T0 compared with Tair should be considered 1161 
as part of future work. 1162 
 1163 
Table SM3.1 Empirically derived temperature offset values T0 for each hour at any given latitude based 1164 
on linear interpolation of measured data 1165 
Hour of Day Ground Temperature Offset  
(T0, °C) 
1 0.0003xLatitude2-0.8 
2 0.0004xLatitude2-1.0 
3 0.0004xLatitude2-1.2 
4 0.0004xLatitude2-1.4 
5 0.0004xLatitude2-1.5 
6 0.0004xLatitude2-1.3 
7 0.0004xLatitude2-1.0 
8 0.0003xLatitude2-1.1 
9 0.0005xLatitude2+1.8 
10 -0.0003xLatitude2+4.5 
11 -0.0007xLatitude2+7.5 
12 -0.0009xLatitude2+9.0 
13 -0.0009xLatitude2+9.3 
14 -0.0009xLatitude2+9.5 
15 -0.0009xLatitude2+9.5 
16 -0.0006xLatitude2+7.0 
17 -0.0001xLatitude2+3.0 
18 0.0002xLatitude2+0.7 
19 0.0003xLatitude2-0.5 
20 0.0003xLatitude2-0.8 
21 0.0003xLatitude2-0.9 
22 0.0003xLatitude2-0.9 
23 0.0003xLatitude2-0.9 
24 0.0004xLatitude2-1.0 
 1166 
  1167 
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Supplementary Material Section 4: A comparison of the NH3 emission 1168 
estimates from the GUANO and TABE models  1169 
Table SM4.1 Comparison of the NH3 emission estimates made by the GUANO model (this study) and the 1170 
TABE model (Riddick et al., 2012 - Scenario 2) and for the ten species with the largest NH3 emissions, as 1171 
calculated by the GUANO model. 1172 
Species Model Emission (Gg NH3 yr-1) Difference in 
emission  
 GUANO 
model 
Scenario 2 TABE model 
Riddick et al. (2012)  
(%) 
Macaroni penguin  11.6 17.5 -34 
Sooty tern  10.5 4.6 128 
Guanay cormorant   8.6 4.9 76 
Chinstrap penguin  7.0 4.2 67 
Rockhopper penguin  6.7 13.0 -48 
Adelie penguin  3.3 1.8 83 
King penguin  2.9 10.9 -73 
Laysan albatross  2.8 1.2 133 
Short-tailed shearwater 2.2 1.2 83 
Common guillemot  2.0 1.3 54 
Other penguins 1.2 6.7 -82 
Other species 11.2 15.8 29 
Total 81.8 83.1   
NH3 emission penguins 42% 65%   
 
 1173 
 1174 
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Figure SM4.1 Global distribution of seabird colonies, based on number of breeding pairs.  Lines delineate 1175 
regional boundaries: 1. Africa, 2. Antarctica & Southern Ocean, 3. Asia, 4. Atlantic, 5. Australasia, 6. 1176 
Caribbean & Central America, 7. Europe, 8. Greenland & Svalbard, 9. Indian Ocean, 10. Middle East, 1177 
11. North America, 12. Pacific and 13. South America.  To show distribution of the colonies clearly, the 1178 
number of pairs in each 5° grid square have been summed. 1179 
  1180 
Table SM4.2 Regional NH3 emission estimates calculated by the GUANO mode1 (using modelled ground 1181 
temperature) and the Riddick et al. (2012) thermodynamically dependent bioenergetics (TABE) model, 1182 
Scenario 2. 1183 
Region GUANO Model 
(Gg NH3 Year-1) 
TABE (Scenario 
2) 
(Gg NH3 Year-1) 
Differnce in 
estimated 
emission (%) 
1. Africa 2.59 3.43 -24 
2. Antarctica & Southern 
Ocean 
34.2 52.7 -35 
3. Asia 6.15 1.06 482 
4. Atlantic 0.05 0.02 151 
5. Australasia 5.46 3.18 72 
6. Caribbean & Central 
America 
1.99 2.40 -17 
7. Europe 1.62 2.37 -32 
8. Greenland & Svalbard 1.46 2.66 -45 
9. Indian Ocean 1.14 0.53 117 
10. Middle East 1.19 1.41 -16 
11. North America 3.39 1.19 186 
12. Pacific 13.0 6.01 117 
13. South America 9.55 6.14 55 
Total 81.8 83.1 -2 
 1184 
 1185 
1186 
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 Supplementary Material Section 5: Relationships between GUANO modelled 1187 
NH3 emissions and environmental variables 1188 
 1189 
 1190 
Figure SM5.1 Comparison of the total NH3 emission estimates made by the Thermodynamically Adjusted 1191 
BioEnergetics model (TABE, Riddick et al., 2012 - Scenario 2) and the present application of the GUANO 1192 
model (using modelled values for ground temperature).  The average ground temperature and 1193 
precipitation is also shown and calculated as the average of the hourly values used in the GUANO model 1194 
at each colony. 1195 
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 1196 
Figure SM5.2 Global map of the ratio: Pv (GUANO)/ Pv (TABE) 1197 
 1198 
 1199 
Table SM5.1 The product mean correlation coefficient (r) is calculated for each of the variables used in 1200 
the GUANO model.  RH denotes average relative humidity during the breeding, WS is average wind 1201 
speed during the breeding season, Total P is the annual total precipitation and Tbreeding is the average 1202 
temperature during the breeding season. 1203 
 RH (%) WS (m s-1) P (mm yr-1)  
Average Tbreeding -0.29 -0.08 -0.01 
Average RH  0.17 -0.10 
Average WS   -0.02 
 1204 
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 1205 
Figure SM5.3 The percentage of nitrogen excreted that volatilizes as NH3 (Pv, %) plotted, for all colonies 1206 
in the global seabird database, against the total precipitation (mm year-1), the average wind speed during 1207 
the breeding season (m s-1), the average relative humidity during the breeding season (%) and the average 1208 
air temperature during the breeding season (°C). 1209 
  1210 
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Table SM5.2 Results of a multiple regression analysis of NH3 emission versus environmental factors in 1211 
the GUANO model.  RH denotes relative humidity during the breeding season, WS is wind speed during 1212 
the breeding season, Total P is the annual total precipitation and Tbreeding is the average temperature 1213 
during the breeding season.  The range of the variables denotes the variation globally and ΔPv indicates 1214 
the difference in Pv for one unit change in the variable. 1215 
 Average 
Tbreeding  
(°C) 
Average RH  
 
(%) 
Average WS  
 
(m s-1) 
Total P  
 
(mm yr-1)  
Maximum  36  100 11 4700 
Minimum  -35  40 1 0 
Average  11 89 5 845 
ΔPv per 1 unit of 
variable (%) 
0.97 0.10 0.22 -0.006 
p-value < 2 x 10-16 2.2 x 10 -13 0.003 < 2 x 10-16 
  1216 
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Supplementary Material Section 6:  Guano modelled NH3 emission response 1217 
to a changing climate 1218 
 1219 
 1220 
Figure SM6.1 Climate change anomalies for IPCC climate change scenarios B1, A1B and A2 for 1221 
precipitation, temperature, relative humidity and wind speed. 1222 
1223 
Figure SM6.2 Map of notable seabird colonies discussed in paper 1224 
 1225 
Table SM6.1 Climate change anomalies of IPCC scenario A2 and the predicted change in Pv at the largest 1226 
seabird colonies.  ΔPv indicates the change in Pv between the 2010 estimates and the predicted values for 1227 
2099 1228 
Colony  Latitude A2 
Precip 
Anomaly 
(mm yr-1) 
A2 Temp 
Anomaly 
(°) 
A2 Wind 
Speed 
Anomaly 
(ms-1) 
A2 Relative 
Humidity 
Anomaly 
(%) 
ΔPv 2010 
to 2099 
(A2) (%) 
Tristan da Cunha -37 -122.2 3.8 1.9 11.4 32.5 
Midway Atoll 28 1.3 5.5 0.4 6.8 26.1 
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Tasmania -44 -93.5 2.1 1.5 5.1 11.2 
North Coast Peru -20 -39.8 4.1 0.2 19.7 3.9 
Isles Kerguelen -49 247.4 1.5 2.2 3.0 0.4 
Willis Island -54 278.8 1.4 2.4 2.5 0.2 
South Sandwich Is. -58 258.3 1.4 2.4 2.3 -1.7 
McDonald Islands -53 282.7 1.2 2.8 2.3 -6.5 
 1229 
  1230 
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Table SM6.2 Regional NH3 emissions (Table A) and Pv (Table B) estimates for GUANO model 2010 and 1231 
2099 using all data and individual meteorological anomalies 1232 
Part A 1233 
EMISSIONS (Gg yr-1) Future scenarios for 2099 
Region 2010 
With 2099 
wind 
anomaly 
only 
With 2099 
RH 
anomaly 
only 
With 2099 
PPTN 
anomaly 
only 
With 2099 
Temp 
anomaly 
only 
2099 with 
all 4 climate 
anomalies 
included. 
Africa 2.59 2.61 3.99 2.85 3.62 4.78 
Antarctica & 
Southern Ocean 34.20 35.43 40.32 22.80 42.97 35.08 
Asia 6.15 6.19 7.59 4.67 9.26 8.91 
Atlantic 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.07 
Australasia 5.46 5.57 8.25 6.53 7.25 12.52 
Caribbean & 
Central America 1.99 1.99 2.33 1.99 2.70 2.89 
Europe 1.62 1.64 2.45 1.68 2.57 3.77 
Greenland & 
Svalbard 1.46 1.47 2.18 1.28 2.50 3.38 
Indian Ocean 1.14 1.16 1.78 0.94 1.42 1.94 
Middle East 1.19 1.19 1.43 1.23 1.42 1.52 
North America 3.39 3.45 4.36 6.06 5.15 6.62 
Pacific 13.04 13.11 18.48 9.53 17.38 19.70 
South America 9.55 9.57 11.63 10.79 10.77 12.62 
Grand Total 81.83 83.43 104.87 70.38 107.07 113.79 
 1234 
 1235 
 1236 
  1237 
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Part B. 1238 
Pv (%) Future scenarios for 2099 
Region 2010 
With 2099 
wind 
anomaly 
only  
With 2099 
RH 
anomaly 
only 
With 2099 
PPTN 
anomaly 
only 
With 2099 
Temp 
anomaly 
only 
2099 with 
all 4 
climate 
anomalies 
included. 
Africa 28.1 28.6 40.2 30.1 38.8 47.7 
Antarctica & 
Southern Ocean 4.0 4.1 5.0 3.2 5.2 5.3 
Asia 15.8 15.9 21.8 14.2 24.9 28.9 
Atlantic 40.4 41.1 57.9 31.6 56.7 68.6 
Australasia 23.1 23.6 32.4 28.7 29.2 42.0 
Caribbean & 
Central 
America 36.9 37.0 47.2 37.5 48.0 56.0 
Europe 11.0 11.1 17.5 12.2 17.8 26.9 
Greenland & 
Svalbard 4.1 4.2 5.4 3.4 6.2 7.1 
Indian Ocean 29.8 30.2 47.5 24.1 38.4 53.6 
Middle East 43.9 44.1 56.0 45.8 56.1 62.9 
North America 19.8 19.9 23.6 24.7 27.9 34.1 
Pacific 34.6 34.9 48.9 27.2 46.0 53.7 
South America 27.2 27.5 30.5 24.0 30.3 33.4 
Global 
Average 6.2 8.6 8.1 6.3 5.3 7.9 
 1239 
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A 1240 
 1241 
B 1242 
 1243 
Figure SM6.3.  Comparison of (A) the area-based NH3 emission value and (B) the Pv value 1244 
calculated by the GUANO model with micrometeorological measured data for site based 1245 
measurements. Values refer to the periods of the measurements used. For further details see 1246 
Riddick et al. (2014; 2016a; 2017). Sites: Sooty terns on rocks, Ascension Island (Mid Atlantic); 1247 
Puffin burrow area with grass, Isle of May (Scotland); Macaroni penguins on rock, Bird Island 1248 
(South Georgia, South Atlantic);  Common noddys on bare ground, Michaelmas Cay 1249 
(Northern Australia); Chinstrap penguins on bare rock, Signy Island (South Atlantic). Also 1250 
presented are matching estimates calculated by Riddick et al. (2012): Scenario 1: BE Model, 1251 
Scenario 2: TABE model and Scenario 3: The best estimate of.  1252 
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Supplementary Material Section 7: Contribution of seabird NH3 emissions as 1254 
estimated here as a percentage of total NH3 emissions from seabirds and 1255 
other sources 1256 
 1257 
Figure SM7.1 Contribution of seabird NH3 emissions as estimated here as a percentage of total NH3 1258 
emissions from seabirds and other sources (estimated by the EDGAR database (version 4.1) of EC-JRC, 1259 
2010).  The figure includes 9,549 dots, where each dot represents a 0.1 by 0.1 degrees square containing 1260 
at least one modelled seabird colony.   1261 
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